
The Shepherd Park Citizens Association 

The Annual Yard Sale Event - Tips for Success 
 

One of the many SPCA activities is the annual Yard Sale that occurs in late spring to early summer.  Neighbors 

who wish to participate signup at the SPCA website (www.shepherdpark.org).  Please note that sellers must 

live within the SPCA boundaries to join.  Participants enter their name, address and general items for sale, and 

then pay a small fee ($10) for SPCA advertising costs.  

There are many ways to prepare for the yard sale.  Three to four months before the sale: 

• Create an area in your house for items you want to sell. A few hours a week, designate one area to 

clean out. 

• Begin recruiting friends to join you. You neighbors are great, and friends from outside the 

neighborhood are even better. 

• Involve the kids. Have them get rid of old toys and then give them the money. They'll be more likely to 

part with their old things if they see the rewards.  

• If you are selling clothing, be sure to take the time to launder everything before you sell.  And in 

general, all items should be fully cleaned before putting on display. 

• Be honest with yourself; when was the last time you wore or used that item? 

• Watch the deadline dates for the Yard Sale. 

During the Yard Sale: 

• Have cash on hand.  Ensure you have enough ones, fives, quarters, etc. to that you can make change 

for purchases.  It is recommended to have $75 - $100 in change.  Store your money in a cash box or 

other means and keep secured in different places. 

• Make items easy to view by securing extra tables. Card tables work well. Borrowing tables from work 

or church may support this effort.  

• Keep similar items together; have a toy table, shoe table, etc.  This makes it easy for shoppers to find 

what they are looking for, and buyers see the pride in how you put items on display.   

• Clothing outfits look best on hangers and displayed on a garment rack to prevent wrinkling. 

• It helps to have items marked with the sale prices, and be willing to negotiate. 

• Price items to sell, not to get your money back. Remember, this is about decluttering and purging - 

reducing, recycling, and (someone else) reusing! 

• The last few hours of the yard sale are a good time to offer 50% off all marked prices to entice buyers.  

The more items sold, the less to pack up. 

• Overall, please be mindful about the condition of items before offering for sale.  Overly used or worn 

pieces such as shoes and clothing should be properly discarded.  Remember, a display of gently used, 

quality items is worthwhile for better sales.  
 

This guideline provides useful details in preparing for the yard sale.  Each year approximately 50 families 

participate in the yard sale, and many shoppers around the DC metropolitan area are attracted to this event 

for the large inventory of featured items.  Let us continue to fulfill the ideals of the SPCA Yard Sale! 


